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Abstract. A topological classification scheme consists of two ingredients: (1) an abstract class 
X of topological spaces; and (2) a "taxonomy", i.e. a list of first order sentences, together with 
a way of assigning an abstract class of spaces to each sentence of the list so that logically 
equivalent sentences are assigned the same class. X, is then endowed with an equivalence 
relation, two spaces belonging to the same equivalence class if and only if they lie in the same 
classes prescribed by the taxonomy. A space X in X is characterized within the classification 
scheme if whenever Y E X, and Y is equivalent to X, then Y is homeomorphic to X. As prime 
example, the closed set taxonomy assigns to each sentence in the first order language of 
bounded lattices the class of topological spaces whose lattices of closed sets satisfy that 
sentence. It turns out that every compact two-complex is characterized via this taxonomy in 
the class of metrizable spaces, but that no infinite discrete space is so characterized. We 
investigate various natural classification schemes, compare them, and look into the question 
of which spaces can and cannot be characterized within them. 
?0. Introduction. By a "taxonomy of topological properties", we mean a set 
{Pi: i E I} of topological properties defined and indexed in some particularly well- 
organized way. What we have in mind here is that each Pi should be specified via the 
mechanisms of first order logic. As a prototype, let OF be the set of first order 
sentences in the alphabet { v, A, IT} of bounded lattices. For each o E OF, let a 
topological space X have property PI just in case the lattice F(X) of closed subsets 
of X satisfies q in the usual sense of model theory [6]. The set {IP: q E O F} is a 
"taxonomy" in our sense of the word, namely the closed set taxonomy TF. 
More formally, we define a taxonomy to be a triple T = <P, R, =* >, where: 
(i) P is a set of first order sentences over an alphabet L = L.i of finitary relation 
and operation symbols; 
(ii) R is a first order representation (see [2], [3], [4]), assigning to each topological 
space X an L-structure R(X) in such a way that R(X) and R(Y) are isomorphic 
structures whenever X and Y are homeomorphic spaces; and 
(iii) k=* is a "satisfaction relation" between L-structures and members of '. (We 
do not seek to axiomatize satisfaction relations here; however we would certainly 
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want isomorphic structures to satisfy the same sentences, and logically equivalent 
sentences to have the same models.) 
By a classification scheme we mean a pair <t, T>, where X is an abstract "object 
class" of topological spaces and T is a taxonomy. T then classifies the members of X 
into T-taxa, and we write X _T Y to mean that R(X) k=* 9o if and only if R(Y) =* p 
for all (P e '. (In our example above, -TF isjust the usual elementary equivalence of 
closed set lattices.) We say X e X is characterized by T in X if the T-taxon of X in 
X is precisely the homeomorphism type of X. X is finitely characterized by T in X 
if there is a finite subset '0 of ' such that X is characterized by To = <K0, R, k* > in 
,. For example, any finite discrete space is finitely characterized by TF in the class 
{T1 } of all spaces satisfying the T1 separation axiom. 
We identify the following general issues as central to our investigation. 
(II) Every finite X e X is (finitely) characterized by T in ',X 
(12) There are infinite spaces X e ,,X that are (finitely) characterized by T in ',. 
(13) We can determine the cardinality of the set of T-taxa in ',X (This number is 
bounded above by exp (No* ILl).) 
(14) T' is finer than T (relative to ) That is, every T-taxon in X is a union of T'- 
taxa in ,,X (So any X e X that is characterized by T in X is also characterized by T' 
in ',A) 
(15) If X e ,,X is characterized by T in X, then X is characterized by T in `', 
where ,' ,,A. (This automatically happens when, but not necessarily when, X is a 
union of T-taxa in A"'.) 
(16) X' is dense in '," (relative to T), i.e. every T-taxon in ,,' intersects X,, where 
X c ,'. (So no space in '\$ is characterized by T in A'.) 
There are two taxonomies of particular interest here, and our research revolves 
around them. The first is the closed set taxonomy TF introduced above; the second 
we call the Banach space taxonomy Tc (to be introduced in ?2). Other taxonomies are 
important and do come into play, but these two are the ones of greatest importance 
to us. Only the second half of the paper, from Theorem 2.3 onward, contains any 
new material. The first half, including all results concerning the closed set taxonomy, 
is meant to give a partial survey of the relevant literature and to provide an 
appropriate setting for what is genuinely new. 
?1. The closed set taxonomy. This taxonomy, as mentioned earlier, is TF= 
<KF, F, # >, where OF is the set of first order sentences over the alphabet of 
bounded lattices, F(X) is the lattice of closed subsets of a space X, and l= is the usual 
notion of satisfaction from mathematical logic. The first serious study of just how 
much one can say about a space using only first order properties of F(X) (and 
related structures, including the lattice Z(X) of zero sets, the lattice B(X) of clopen 
sets, and the unital ring C(X) of continuous functions into the real line) can be found 
in [12]. 
Issue (II) is, in a sense, a minimal condition we impose on a classification scheme 
(homology groups, say, fail to meet this condition), and every finite T1 space is easily 
seen to be finitely characterized by TF in the class {T1,}. As for (12), it is an open 
question, raised in [12], whether there are any infinite T1 spaces that are char- 
acterized by TF in { T1 }. The authors of [12] offered the closed unit interval X = 
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[0, 1] as a possible candidate, but added in a note that A. K. Swett [18], using 
techniques from the monadic theory of orderings [17], found a nonmetrizable r- 
compact first countable linearly orderable space X such that X-TF1 (Swett also 
showed that if X is a T1 space such that X--TFf and, for some 2 ? n <c, 
X 
-TFf X then X -A) 
When one restricts the object class X" to be {metrizable}, more positive answers 
are available. Recall that a continuum is a connected compact Hausdorff space; a 
Peano continuum is a locally connected metrizable continuum; an arc is any space 
homeomorphic to J; a simple closed curve is any space homeomorphic to the unit 
circle 3"; a 2-cell is a space homeomorphic to the unit square f2; a 2-sphere is a space 
homeomorphic to the standard 2-sphere f2 in R3; and a simple triod consists of 
three arcs joined at a common endpoint. We collect some classical characterization 
results in the following: 
1.1. THEOREM. (a) (R. L. MOORE [21, p. 206]) X is an arc if and only if X is a 
metrizable continuum with exactly two noncut points. 
(b) (R. L. MOORE [21, p. 207]) X is a simple closed curve if and only if X is a 
nondegenerate metrizable continuum such that each two-point subset separates X. 
(c) (R. L. MOORE [16, p. 218]) If X is a nondegenerate Peano continuum containing 
no simple triod, then X is either an arc or a simple closed curve. 
(d) (L. ZIPPIN [20, p. 119]) X is a 2-cell if and only if X is a Peano continuum 
containing a subcontinuum J such that: 
(i) J is a simple closed curve; 
(ii) X contains an arc spanning J; 
(iii) every arc spanning J separates X; and 
(iv) no closed proper subset of an arc spanning J separates X. 
(e) (L. ZIPPIN [20, p. 114]) X is a 2-sphere if and only if X is a Peano continuum 
satisfying: 
(i) X contains a simple closed curve; 
(ii) every simple closed curve separates X; and 
(iii) no subarc of a simple closed curve separates X. 
(f ) (K. KURATOWSKI [ 1 4, p. 53 1]) X is a 2-sphere if and only if X is a nondegenerate 
Peano continuum satisfying: 
(i) X has no cut points; and 
(ii) if CO, C1 are two subcontinua such that CO cm C1 is disconnected, then CO u C1 
separates X. 
It is easy to see that connectedness and local connectedness are first order prop- 
erties of the closed set lattice of a space. Thus, there are sentences (PK, K e 
{f f2, f f2} such that for any compact metrizable X, F(X) I (K if and only if 
X - K. The authors of [12] went beyond this easy application of 1.1 (addressing 
issue (15)). 
1.2. THEOREM (Henson et al. [12]). The spaces J, f2, f' f2 are all finitely 
characterized by TF in {metrizable}. 
The main ingredient used to obtain 1.2 is the following. Let / be the sentence in 
the language of bounded lattices that expresses the Hausdorff axiom, as well as the 
assertion that each closed discrete subset is contained in a subarc. If X is metrizable, 
then F(X) #I= / if and only if X is compact metrizable, and each finite subset of X is 
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contained in a subarc of X. Every Peano continuum fulfills these criteria (just use 
the well-known proof [21] that Peano continua are arcwise connected); conse- 
quently we observe the following. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. If X is any Peano continuum (finitely) characterized by TF in 
{compact metrizable}, then X is (finitely) characterized by TF in {metrizable}. 
1.4. REMARK. {compact metrizable} is not a union of TF-taxa in {metrizable}. In 
[12] it is shown that if X is the one-point compactification of a countable discrete 
space and Y is the disjoint union of X with a countable discrete space, then X- TF Y 
One can easily extend 1.2 as follows. 
1.5. THEOREM. Every compact 2-complex is finitely characterized by TF in 
{metrizable}. 
PROOF. A compact 2-complex consists of finitely many closed subsets, the 
designated simplices. A 2-simplex, conceived as a triangular region, has three 
bounding arcs. For convenience, no loops are allowed; and each ingredient has its 
relativized first order description, by 1.2. The simple set-theoretic incidence relations 
that occur among these three types of simplex completely determine the topological 
structure of the 2-complex. a 
Since compact 2-manifolds are triangulable [15], 1.3 applies to these spaces as 
well. A question raised in [12] is whether every a-compact n-manifold is charac- 
terized by TF in {l-compact n-manifolds}. 
The problem of finding nonhomeomorphic TF-equivalent T1 spaces is more 
difficult than one might expect at first. Although it is relatively easy to prove that any 
two infinite discrete spaces are TF-equivalent (and indeed have TF-equivalent one- 
point compactifications) [12], the problem becomes much harder once we impose 
conditions on the spaces. For example, the authors of [12] use techniques from the 
monadic second order theory of orderings to construct two nonhomeomorphic TF- 
equivalent countable Boolean (= zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff) spaces. 
They also ask whether one can get examples that are zero-dimensional separable 
metric without isolated points, and we ask the same question for Peano continua. 
Conceivably every Peano continuum is TF-characterized in {Peano continua} (and 
hence in {metrizable}, by 1.3). 
For issues (13) and (16) ((14) is irrelevant here), we continue to have more questions 
than answers. One interesting problem is to find the number of TF-taxa in 
{Boolean}. We believe it is c = exp(N0). (The number of TF-taxa in {Peano 
continua} is c; this follows from a stronger result that we prove in ?2.) 
Finally, we would like to find interesting classes ,$' that are dense in { T1 } (relative 
to TF). (An uninteresting class would result by letting X( be the complement in {T1,} 
of the homeomorphism type of a space X that is not characterized by TF in { T1 }.) An 
intriguing question along these lines concerns so-called "Lowenheim numbers". Let 
I(.) be a cardinal invariant of a space (i.e., I(X) is a cardinal number; I(X) = I(Y) 
whenever X Y). Cardinality and weight are the most popular cardinal invariants, 
and there is a host of others of interest to topologists. (The weight w(X), defined to be 
No + the smallest cardinality of a possible basis for the topology of X, is in many 
ways the "right" topological analogue to the cardinality of a relational structure. In 
both the Stone duality between Boolean spaces and Boolean lattices, and the 
Pontryagin duality between compact abelian groups and discrete abelian groups, 
weight is dual to cardinality). Is there a smallest cardinal K such that every T1 space 
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X is TF-equivalent to a T1 space Y with I(Y) = K (or perhaps < K)? And if so, can we 
determine K? There is a nice discussion of this issue in [12], and what answers there 
are are somewhat disappointing. Of course there is always a smallest K such that 
each X is TF-equivalent to a space of I-invariant < K, for there are at most c 
TF-equivalence classes in { T1 } (exactly c, in fact). K can be taken to be the supremum 
of all the cardinals K(X) = min{)d: I(Y) = i, Y-TFX}. In the case of weight, let X 
be any regular T1 space that is not normal. Since any space Y TF X is also non- 
normal, we know by the Urysohn metrication theorem that w(Y) > No. Thus the 
Lbwenheim number for weight is uncountable. A more sophisticated argument in 
[12] shows that this Ldwenheim number is at least ,,,. We will see in the next 
section that the corresponding situation for the Banach space taxonomy is much 
more satisfactory. 
?2. The Banach space taxonomy. This taxonomy is much weaker than TF, and it is 
a surprise that so much can be done with it by way of characterizing spaces. The 
Banach space taxonomy is the triple Tc = < Jc, C, I=* >, where: 
(i) 'ic is the set of "positive-bounded" sentences [11] over the alphabet L of 
Banach spaces. (To elaborate, L consists of a binary operation + for vector 
addition, a constant 0 for the zero vector, and a unary operation of scalar 
multiplication for each rational scalar; also L has two unary predicate symbols P 
and Q. Px says that a vector x has length < 1; Qx says that x has length ? 1. 
Formulas are built up from equations and atomic expressions involving P and Q, 
applied to vector polynomials. The building process uses only disjunction, 
conjunction, and the bounded quantifiers that restrict quantification to vectors of 
length < 1.) 
(ii) For any space X, C(X) is the Banach space of bounded continuous real- 
valued functions on X. (That is, one defines the vector operations pointwise, and the 
length of a vector is simply the supremum of its real values. C(X) is then easily seen 
to be an L-structure.) 
(iii) For any L-structure v and positive-bounded sentence (A, d 1='* 0 is the 
relation of "approximate" satisfaction; / really satisfies every "approximation" (Pm 
of A, m = 1, 2,.... (More specifically, given any positive-bounded formula A0, e0m is 
defined by induction: If (p is x = y then em is Pm(x - y); if p is Px then (em is 
P(1 - 1/m)x; if (p is Qx then em is Q(1 + 1/m)x; (9o v 0)m is emn V Im; (9 A /')m is 
em A Im; (]x(Px A 0))m is 3x(Px A eom); and (Vx(Px (p))m is Vx(Px > (m).) 
A main result of [I 1] is that two Banach spaces / and X approximately satisfy 
the same positive-bounded sentences if and only if v and X have isometrically 
isomorphic Banach ultrapowers. (Briefly, one forms the Banach ultraproduct H-i 
by first taking the usual ultraproduct, then removing the elements of infinite norm, 
and finally identifying two elements if they are infinitely close.) In the case where the 
Banach spaces are of the form C(X) for X a Tichonov (= completely regular T1) 
space, the classical Banach-Stone theorem allows one to recover the topological 
structure of the Stone-Cech compactification fl(X) from the Banach space structure 
of C(X). 
In [I I] Henson shows that the Banach ultrapower B QC(X) is of the form C(X), 
where X is a compact Hausdorff space. In [2] and [3] we study the ultracoproduct 
construction Taxi for Tichonov spaces, show this is naturally homeomorphic to 
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Z,(Xi), and further that ZX is precisely Henson's X. In general, C(EZXi) is 
isometrically isomorphic to HBC(Xi). Putting these facts together yields im- 
mediately the following. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let X and Y be Tichonov spaces. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X-=Tc 
(b) C(X) and C(Y) have isometrically isomorphic Banach ultrapowers. 
(c) X and Y have homeomorphic ultracopowers. 
If condition (c) above holds for Tichonov spaces X and Y, then we say the spaces 
are co-elementarily equivalent and write X _ Y. In [2] we proved that if X-TF Y, 
then X Y (so TF is finer than Tc (relative to {Tichonov})). The converse is false, as 
many different counterexamples witness [3]. For the class of strongly zero- 
dimensional spaces (i.e., those with Boolean Stone-Cech compactifications) co- 
elementary equivalence is the same as TB-equivalence, where TB is the clopen set 
taxonomy. (This follows from the felicitous isomorphism B(Z?9Xi) HIB(Xi). 
Another consequence of this isomorphism is that both connectedness and strong 
zero-dimensionality are preserved and reflected by ultracoproducts.) [10] treats 
questions concerning the model-theoretic relationship between TB and Tc for the 
object class {Boolean}. Our treatment follows along the lines of [2], [3], [4], [5] 
and [9], differing in approach from [10] and [ 11] in that we place no emphasis on 
the model theory of Banach spaces. In particular, we do not address questions of 
finite characterization by Tc. (This is due to lack of techniques, not lack of interest.) 
Every finite T1 space is characterized by Tc in {Tichonov}, but no infinite space is 
since ultracopowers of infinite spaces can be arbitrarily large. Also {compact 
Hausdorff} is dense in {Tichonov} (relative to Tc) since X _ ,B(X) always holds. In 
[9] (and, subsequently, in a slightly stronger form in [4]) it is proved that {compact 
metrizable} is dense in {compact Hausdorff}. Thus {Tichonov} has Lowenheim 
number No relative to Tc. For the remainder of this section, we restrict our attention 
to object classes , c {compact Hausdorff}. (Again, this is not due to lack of 
interesting questions.) 
The positive characterization results so far are modest; what we know appears in 
[3] and [5]. Specifically we have 
2.2. THEOREM. (i) If M is any countable Boolean lattice whosefirst order theory is 
No-categorical, then the Stone space wo(M) is characterized by Tc in {compact 
metrizable}. (Examples of such spaces include the disjoint union of the Cantor 
discontinuum with any finite discrete space.) 
(ii) Any finite disjoint union of arcs and simple closed curves is characterized by Tc 
in {locally connected compact metrizable}. 
Like Theorems 1.2 and 1.5, 2.2(ii) uses the classical results of 1.1, namely part (c). 
The other parts of 1.1, so useful in questions involving TF-characterizability, have so 
far defied application in the context of Tc. 
In order to pave the way for our new results, we follow a lattice-theoretic 
approach to the ultracoproduct construction, a la [9] and [13]. Let J = 
<A, V, A, I, T> be a bounded distributive lattice. Denote by wo(,4) the set of all 
maximal proper filters in 4. For each a e A, set a# = {p e wo(,4): a e p}. Then 
I#=0;T#=w0)(); (aAb)#=a# rq#; and (av b)# =a# ub#. Let A#= 
{a#: a e A}, and # = <A#, u. c, 0,C )(,4)>. Then A# forms a closed set basis 
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for a compact T1 topology on ow(,) (the Stone space of d), and the mapping 
a -* a' is a lattice homomorphism of v onto 4. 
A bounded distributive lattice vl is normal if, given a, b E A with a A b = I, there 
are a', b' e A with a A a' = b A b' = I and a' v b' = T. If v is normal, then its 
Stone space is compact Hausdorff. Define vl to be separated if whenever a, b E A are 
distinct, then either there is some a' < a with a' : I and a' A b = I, or there is 
some b' < b with b' # I and b' A a = I. It is easy to see that if v is separated, then 
the homomorphism a -* a* is an isomorphism beteen v and J/. 
A bounded distributive lattice is a Wallman lattice if it is both normal and 
separated. If X is any topological space, F(X) is a normal lattice if and only if X is a 
normal space. If X is a T1 space, F(X) is separated. 
Let X be a topological space. A Wallman basis for X is a normal sublattice X of 
F(X) satisfying the condition that if x E X and C E F(X) does not contain x, then 
there are A, B E 4 with x E A, C ' B. and A n B = 0. It is well known [19] that a 
space X is Tichonov if and only if it has a Wallman basis. Clearly if X c F(X) is a 
closed set basis that is also a Wallman lattice, then X is a Wallman basis for X. It is 
also easy to check the converse: if X is a Wallman basis for X, then X is a Wallman 
lattice. (The lattice Z(X) of zero sets is always a Wallman basis for a Tichonov space 
X.) Finally, if X is compact Hausdorff, then every closed set basis for X that is a 
sublattice of F(X) is also a Wallman basis for X. 
Let v and X be bounded distributive lattices, with a: v X a homomorphism. 
Let q e wo(,) and set ax(q) = {a e A: a(a) e q}. Then ax(q) is a proper prime filter in 
4. If J is normal, then prime filters extend to unique maximal filters, so we may 
regard ax(q) as a point in wo(,4). ao is then continuous; (af)-'[a#] = (a(a))#. If a is 
one-one, a" is onto (and a`[(a(a))#] = a#). Moreover, if a is an embedding that is 
"weakly separating", i.e., whenever b1 A b2 = I in 4 then there is some a e J such 
that either b1 < a(a) and a(a) A b2 = I, or b2 < a(a) and b1 A a(a) = I, then a" is a 
homeomorphism. (It suffices to show a" is one-one. Let qj, q2 e w)(,) be distinct, say 
b1 e q1, b2 e q2 and b1 A b2 = 1. Suppose a e J? satisfies b1 ? a(a) and a(a) A 
b2= . Then a(a) e q1, so a ec a`(qi). But a`(a) A b2= implies a(a) 0 q2; i.e., 
a ? a`(q2)-) 
If J is a sublattice of 4, we say J2 is weakly separating if the inclusion map from 
si to 4 is weakly separating in the sense above. Clearly, if X is compact Hausdorff, 
every closed set basis that is a sublattice of F(X) is a Wallman basis that is weakly 
separating. Thus woQ() - X for any such basis A. 
Now let I be an index set, 9 an ultrafilter on I, and <Xi: i e I> an indexed family of 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Then ZX1, the topological ultracoproduct, is, by 
definition [3], the Stone space wo(H_9Z(Xi)). (There are several other descriptions of 
,Xj, but this is the most useful for us.). If 4i is any Wallman basis for Xi, i e I, then 
H?_,4i is a Wallman basis for the topological ultraproduct H?_9Xj [1]; moreover 
H_,4i is weakly separating for fH_9F(Xj). Consequently, ZX1 c(tHf_,4). 
Define two compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y to be elementarily tolerant (in 
symbols X - Y) if there are Wallman bases 4 and 16 for X and Y respectively such 
that 4 and W are elementarily equivalent lattices. This relation is plainly symmetric 
and reflexive, but we do not know whether it is transitive in general. (Such relations 
are commonly called "tolerance relations".) 
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2.3. THEOREM. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff. Then X -Y if and only if 
there is a compact Hausdorff space Z such that X - Z and Z Y. 
PROOF. Suppose X = Y and let >AgX and E. Y be homeomorphic ultracopowers. 
(We may take 9 and & to be the same ultrafilter, if we like [3].) Let X be any 
Wallman basis for X. Then X and H_9, are elementarily equivalent, (H??)# is a 
Wallman basis for wo(Hj,) -AX, and H_,?4 is isomorphic to (H ,)#. Conse- 
quently, X -AX. Set Z = EX. Then Z Y also (via a possibly different 
Wallman basis for Z). 
Conversely, if X _ Z as witnessed by elementarily equivalent Wallman bases 
X c F(X) and W c F(Z), then there are isomorphic ultrapowers H?lg and Jlath. 
Consequently, their Stone spaces ZOX and E& Y are homeomorphic, so X -Z. 
Thus, if X-Z and Z=Y, then X-Y. U 
2.4. COROLLARY. The transitive closure of the tolerance relation _ is the 
relational composition-o _. 
Putting 2.3 with 2.1, we have 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) X-=Tc 
(b) C(X) and C(Y) have isometrically isomorphic Banach ultrapowers. 
(c) X Y. 
(d) X Z and Z ? Y for some compact Hausdorff space Z. 
2.6. REMARK. For Boolean spaces X and Y, we know X _ Y if and only if X 
-B Y. Thus elementary tolerance is an equivalence relation when restricted to 
Boolean spaces. We do not know whether elementary tolerance is transitive in 
general, but it is very close to being so, by 2.4. 
2.7. COROLLARY. TF is finer than Tc (relative to {compact Hausdorff }). Moreover, 
if X is any Peano continuum that is characterized by Tc in {Peano continua}, then X 
is characterized by TF in {metrizable}. 
PROOF. The first statement is immediate from 2.5. Suppose X is characterized by 
Tc in {Peano continua}. Then X is so characterized by TF. If Y is metrizable and Y 
-TF X, then Y is compact, by the remarks in the paragraph following 1.2. Y is then 
shown to be connected and locally connected, since these are first order properties of 
the closed set lattice. Therefore, Y is a Peano continuum and thus homeomorphic 
toX. a 
A very powerful technique, initiated by R. Gurevic [9] for obtaining co- 
elementarily equivalent spaces, is to combine ultracopowers with the Ldwenheim- 
Skolem theorem. Suppose v and X are Wallman lattices, and suppose g: v' -+ X is 
an elementary embedding. Then 8': w(4) -+ w(,4) is a continuous surjection as we 
saw earlier, but much more is true. By the ultrapower theorem, there are ultrafilters 
9 and g and an isomorphism ia: H_9,4 -+ H, such that il a J = z a a, where E 
denotes the appropriate elementary embedding of a relational structure into its 
ultrapower. By functoriality of the Stone space operation for Wallman lattices, we 
obtain continuous surjections 8', amo and ido such that ido is a homeomorphism and 
EOo zAs = As a C@. Now the space o(,4) has Wallman basis sl'# _ s Thus 
w(f9l/) is naturally homeomorphic to Edgyw(,). The mapping am is referred to as 
the natural codiagonal map V: ,qX -+ X in [3]; x = V(p) if and only if for each 
open neighborhood U of x, the ultrapower H-9 U contains a member of p. 
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The map eO above, and, more generally, any map y: X -+ Y for which there exist 
ultrafilters 9, g and a homeomorphism 5: BO9X -+ Ae Y such that y a V = V a 5, is 
what we call in [3], [4] a co-elementary map. (Gurevic independently discovered 
these maps and used them to good effect in [9].) The existence of a co-elementary 
map from X to Y says more (but we are not sure just how much more) than merely 
that X and Y are co-elementarily equivalent and Y is a continuous image of X. A 
useful result concerning how co-elementary maps behave with subcontinua is the 
following. 
2.8. LEMMA. Let y: X -+ Y be a co-elementary map between compact Hausdorff 
spaces, with K c Y a subcontinuum. Then there is a subcontinuum C c X such that 
K = y[C], and y'-[U] c C whenever U c K is open in Y. 
PROOF. Let 5: E>jX E- Y be a homeomorphism such that y a V = V a A, 
witnessing the co-elementarity of y. We view Ad Y as w(HgF(Y)) and write SigAi for 
(lgAi)#, where Ai c Y is closed, i E I. (This is justified since (HgAi)# is naturally 
homeomorphic, as a subspace, to >igAi.) 
Define C = V [51[ZgK]]. BAK is a subcontinuum of AIRY, so C is a 
subcontinuum of X. We need to show that y[C] = K, and that if A c Y is closed 
such that K u A = Y, then C u y'-[A] = X. 
We first show V [EgK] = K. If p E BARK, then HgK E p. y = V (p) if and only if 
whenever U is an open neighborhood of y then H, U contains a member of p. So 
pick such a set U. Then HgU r-) HgK # 0, so U r- K # 0; whence y E cl(K) = K. 
(cl(.) and int(.) denote closure and interior, respectively.) Therefore V BEgK] ' K. 
For the reverse inclusion, let y E K. Then for each open neighborhood U of y, 
HIgcl(U) r- HgK # 0, so f = {HgK} u {Hgcl(U): y E U, U open in Y} satisfies 
the finite intersection property. Thus there is some p E EgK, f _ p. If y E U and U is 
open, then there is an open neighborhood V of y with cl(V) _ U. Thus Hgcl(V) E p, 
so y = V (p). Therefore K ( V [ZgK]. 
Next we show y[C] = K. Suppose x E C, say x = V(p), where p E 
-'[EgK]. 
Then y(x) = V (6(p)) E V [BAgK] = K. So 7[C] _ K. Suppose y E K, say y = V (q), 
where q E EgK. Let x = V (-l(q)). Then y(x) = V(q) = y, so K _ 7[C]. 
Finally suppose A _ Y is closed, A u K = Y. Then EgA U EgK = EegY, so 
V-'[A] U Eg K = IgfY. Suppose x y-'[A]. If x = V(p) and 5(p) E -'[A], 
then y(x) = V(6(p)) e A. So whenever x = V(p), 6(p) must be in E,,K. Thus 
p c 6-'[EgK]; i.e., x E V ['1[ZgK]] = C. Consequently, y-l[A] u C = X. U 
It is worth noting that, although in 2.8 we focused on connectedness, we could 
have substituted any other property, as long as that property is preserved by 
ultracopowers and continuous images. Thus the same proof works for finiteness. In 
particular, if y E Y is an isolated point, then it follows that y'-[y] is a singleton. 
Let SK = {compact Hausdorff, weight = K}. The result we wish to work toward 
next says that {locally disconnected} r rK is dense in {infinite compact Hausdorff} 
(relative to Tc) for any cardinal K. As immediate consequences we infer: (i) that no 
infinite locally connected compact Hausdorff space of weight K is characterized by 
Tc in t-K; and (ii) that if Ku U 'A contains any infinite space that is characterized by 
Tc in XK U i, then K = i. The result for the case K = No is due to Gurevic [9]. In 
our proof below, we essentially repeat some of his arguments for the sake of 
expository completeness. (It must be confessed that we did not understand entirely 
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the proof given in [9] (specifically the proof of Proposition 15 therein) until we 
ascertained that some form of 2.8 had been implicitly used.) 
Recall that an ultrafilter 9 on I is K-regular if there is a subset g c 9 of 
cardinality K such that each i E I is contained in only finitely many members of S. K- 
regular ultrafilters exist in abundance whenever III ? K; No-regular ultrafilters are 
precisely those that are countably incomplete; and HIH?AI - IA 111 whenever 9 is III- 
regular and A is infinite [6]. 
The next result shows that topological ultracoproducts are hardly ever locally 
connected. 
2.9. LEMMA. Let 9 be a countably incomplete ultrafilter on I, and <Xi: i E I> a 
family of compact Hausdorff spaces such that {i: Xi is infinite} E 9. Then Taxi is not 
locally connected. 
PROOF. Step 1. (This is Lemma 13 in [9].) First assume I = {1, 2,...}; Xi = X for 
all i E I. To show Zus is not locally connected, it suffices to exhibit a point p such 
that the subcontinua containing p in their interiors do not form a neighborhood 
basis at p, i.e., ZGus is not "connected im kleinen" at p. For any closed subset B of X, 
let yu(B) be the standard Lebesgue measure of B. If <ti: i E I> is an I-sequence of 
members of X, let lim?g(<ti: i E I>) be that t E [0, 1] such that for all E > 0, {i E I: 
ti E (t - a, t + g)} E 9. Define 
= {JHBi: Bi c X is closed and lim(<Ku(Bi): i E I>) = 1}. 
Then f is a proper filter in H?,F(J), and hence extends to a H?qF(J)-ultrafilter 
For i = 1, 2, .. ., set 
i[-4j-3 4]] 2] F4j-5 4j -2] 
Bi = Y[. T and Ci = [O~u (J [ ., j j=t[ 4i 4i] 4i] i=2[ 4i 4i] 
Then for all i e I, f = int(Bi) u int(CQ). Hence Zd = int(E_9Bi) u int(E_9Ci). 
Assume p E int(EgBi), and let A be the connected component of p in Zlibi. To see 
that p cannot lie in the interior of any subcontinuum of int(EZgBi), it suffices to show 
p ? int(A). Suppose contrariwise, that there is some e_9Di E H?9F(f) such that 
p E Di and A u Di = AE, Fix n E I. For each i E I, 4(Bi) = 3/4, and each 
component of Bi has measure 3/4i. Thus, if i > 2n, then Bi is a disjoint union of n 
closed sets Bi1,. . ., Bn, each of measure < 1/n. Therefore EZBi = U>1Z?lB J, a 
disjoint union. (Because 9 is a free ultrafilter, we have, for 1 < j < n, {i: ,u(Bij) < 
1/n} E 9.) Since A is connected, there is some k E .1..._, n} with A _ ZgBi k. Thus 
gJ = AuDi U EBiSk. Consequently, {i: Di u Bik} E 9, whence {i: 4(Di) > 
1 - 1/n} E 9. This says lim(<Ku(Di): i E I>) ? 1 - 1/n. Because n is arbitrary, we 
have H?9Di E f, whence p E AuDi. This gives a contradiction. The case where 
p E int(EZC9) is handled similarly, and we infer that Gus, is not locally connected. 
Step 2. Let I be any infinite set, 9 countably incomplete. We show ZGod is not 
locally connected by mapping it continuously onto egY where g is a free (hence 
countably incomplete) ultrafilter on N = { 1, 2,...}. 
Since 9 is countably incomplete, there is a properly decreasing sequence I- 
J J2 ... of members of 9, whose intersection is empty. Define f: I -+ N by 
f'[n] =Jn\ Jn+1, n eN, and set S = {s ( N: f'[S] e 9}. Then g is a free 
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ultrafilter on N, so Zgf is not locally connected by Step 1. For n E N, Cn c X closed, 
i E I, let Ci = Cf(i). Define 5: G -+Zgf by 6(p) = {H:gC :nCci j p}. 5 is well 
defined; it is continuous because 6-'[EgCn] = EqCi. Finally, if q E,, Zg, then 
p = {I H1Ci: Hg C. e q} is a point in Zsf that is sent to q via 5. Thus 5 is a continuous 
surjection. 
Step 3. (This is essentially the argument in Corollary 14 in [9].) Assume the 
general situation: <Xi: i E I> is a family of compact Hausdorff spaces; 9 is a 
countably incomplete ultrafilter on I; and {i: Xi is infinite} E 9. If the spaces Xi are 
Boolean, so is >Lxi. The ultracoproduct is infinite; hence it cannot be locally 
connected. On the other hand, suppose we can choose subcontinua Ci c Xi in such a 
way that J = {i: Ci is nondegenerate} E 9. Then for i E J there is a continuous 
surjection bi: Ci -+X bi then extends to a continuous surjection 1i: Xi -+J; hence 
the ultracoproduct map Zqihi: ELXi, -+ E,,f is a continuous surjection. Invoke 
Step 2. U 
We are ready to prove our advertised generalization of Gurevic's theorem. 
2.10. THEOREM. Let K be an infinite cardinal, X an infinite compact Hausdorff 
space. Then there is a locally disconnected compact Hausdorff Y of weight K that is co- 
elementarily equivalent to X. 
PROOF. Given K and X, let W be an infinite collection of proper closed subsets of X 
such that each two-element subcollection of W covers X. Let 9 be a K-regular 
ultrafilter on a set I. Then (H_/)# c (HgF(X))# c F(EZX), and (H?l)# is a 
collection of at least exp(K) proper closed subsets of BOX such that each two- 
element subcollection of (H?,/)# covers EX. 
By 2.9, >_OX is not locally connected; so there is a point p E >BOX and an open 
U c BOX containing p such that no subcontinuum of U contains p in its interior. 
Let X c F(ZgX) be an elementary sublattice of cardinality K such that {p} and 
A = (EZX)\U are members of X, and X contains K members of (H?9/6)#. Set 
Y = w(0). Then w(Y) < K because M' is a basis of cardinality K. Also w(Y) ? K 
because Y has K pairwise disjoint nonempty open sets. 
Since Y -BX and >OX -X, we know that Y _ X by 2.3. It remains to show 
that Y is locally disconnected. Let g: M -+ F(ZX) be the inclusion map, an 
elementary embedding. Then the induced map 8': BOX -+ Y is a co-elementary 
map. Set q = np(p). Then q is the single point of {p}#. Also 8w[A] = A#, and q 0 
A#. We claim that no subcontinuum of Y\A' contains q in its interior. Assuming 
the contrary, let K c Y be a subcontinuum disjoint from A# and containing q in 
its interior. Then there is some B E M with q 0 B# and K u B# = Y. By 2.8 there 
is a subcontinuum C c BOX such that K = 8w[C] and C u (8f)-i[B#] = B. 
Now (8')-f[B#] = B and p 0 B. Also, C r- A # 0, since 8w[C] r- 8w[A] = K r- 
A' = 0. Thus C c U and p E int(C), a contradiction. E 
We now turn to issue (13), determining the number of Tc-taxa in various sub- 
classes X- of {compact Hausdorff}. This number is well known to be No for X' = 
{Boolean}, by the Tarski invariants theorem [6]. Hence we get no information 
concerning the number of TF-taxa in {Boolean}, although we do get as dividend that 
there is a family of c pairwise nonhomeomorphic Boolean spaces in the same Tc- 
taxon. 
Because TF is finer than Tc (relative to X) for any X' c {compact Hausdorff}, we 
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infer that there are c TF-taxa in X' if we can show there are that many Tc-taxa in 1. 
In [3] we showed there are c Tc-taxa in {compact metrizable}; in [4] we showed 
there are c Tc-taxa in {compact metrizable, dimension = n} for n > 0 (where 
"dimension" is Lebesgue covering dimension: in [3] we showed that having 
dimension n is preserved and reflected by the ultracoproduct construction). In both 
proofs, the constructions resulted in spaces with infinitely many connected 
components. Here we show that there are continuously many Tc-taxa in {Peano 
continua}, using some of the ideas in [3] and [4], but some new ones too. 
2.11. THEOREM. There are continuously many co-elementary equivalence classes in 
{Peano continua}. 
PROOF. Let K = the number of co-elementary equivalence classes in {Peano 
continua}. Since the number of Tc-taxa in {compact Hausdorff} is c, we have 
immediately that K < c. We now proceed to construct continuously many pairwise 
co-elementarily inequivalent Peano continua. 
Let H be the Hilbert cube represented as the w-fold Tichonov power of the real 
line segment [- 1, 1], and let S be the set of all sequences v: { 1, 2, 3,. . .} -+ {0, 1}. For 
each ce S, we define the "compactified string of beads" XJ c H to be 
{<0 ? . . >} U 00 1Bn, a, where each Bn, is the standard closed (2 + n* cr(n))-cell in 
H of radius 
n 2 n n + 
and centered at the point 
(2 (n n + I) 
If cn is the point of tangency between Bn, and Bn + 1, then these tangent points are 
the cut points of X,. Clearly XJ is a Peano continuum. Now suppose a, z E S are 
distinct, say v(k) = 1 # r(k). In order to show XJ # Xr, assume the contrary. We 
then have ultrafilters 9, g and a homeomorphism C: >@XJ -+ EX,. 
We claim that q takes Z.9Bk,, onto an ultracoproduct of beads in AXE. Once we 
establish this claim, a contradiction arises from known facts about ultracoproducts 
and covering dimension dim(.). In particular, if < Y: i E I> is a family of compact 
Hausdorff spaces and E is an ultrafilter on I, then dim(EZ YA) = n if and only if 
{i: dim(Yt) = n} E E [3]. Now dim(E_9Bk,,,) = 2 + k, and no ultracoproduct of 
beads in >2X, can have dimension 2 + k since no bead in X, has that dimension. 
We will thus be finished once we prove the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. An ultracoproduct of cells of dimension at least 2 contains no cut points. 
PROOF. For each i E I, let B. be a cell of dimension at least 2, Y an ultrafilter on I. 
Suppose further that p is a cut point of Z. Bi. Then there are nonempty open subsets 
U and V of Z.Bi such that U r- V = 0 and U {p} U V = EjBi. Now the set 
of "standard" points Zoxi = (Hfg{xj})#, where xi E Bi, is dense in EBB, 
so pick Laxi e U and Anyi e V. For each i E I, let a', /3i be arcs in Bi, with endpoints 
x', yi, such that a' rc = {xi,yi}. Then Zm'a and Zg/3i are subcontinua of EZBB 
such that 
LE1 nr LA = ZE(Al r A/) = Zg{xi,yi} = {ZExi,Zgyl}. 
Since p is a cut point, however, this is impossible since p E rce' >i4 31. N 
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Now, back to the main proof. Bk, is a subcontinuum of XJ, which equals the 
closure of its own interior in X,. The same, therefore, holds for ZgBka in TAXI. Let 
K = i1[EZBkj]. Then K is a subcontinuum of ZgX,, which equals the closure of its 
own interior in ZgX,. Let Zgxj be a standard point of EgX, that is contained in 
int(K). Zgxj can be chosen so that each x; is contained in the interior of a (unique) 
bead Bj in X,. (Bj is some Bnr, but j ranges over a possibly large index set J.) 
LEMMA 2. K c ZgBj. 
PROOF. Suppose otherwise. Since K = cl(int(K)), it suffices to show int(K) c 
>LgBj. If this inclusion does not hold, then there is a standard point Zgyj e 
int(K)\EgBj. As above, we choose this point so that yj E int(B'), where B, is a bead 
of X,. Since K is a continuum intersecting both >LgBj (witnessed by egxj) and EgB 
(witnessed by Zgyj), and B' # Bj for all j E J, we know ZgBj n EgB = Zg,(Bj m Bj) is 
a single standard point {Zgcj;, where c; is the point of tangency of Bj and B. Ziscj is a 
cut point of Zg(Bj u BJ); consequently it is a cut point of K. But K is homeomorphic 
to an ultracoproduct of cells of dimension ? 2, and this contradicts Lemma 1. U 
LEMMA 3. K = >LgBj. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2, K c ZgBj. Let L = i-'[EgBj]. Then L = cl(int(L)) in 
>jX, since Bj = cl(int(Bj)) in X,. By definition of K, we know L - Z.Bk,,J. If this 
inclusion were proper, we could conclude that L has cut points by an argument 
similar to that in Lemma 2. But L is homeomorphic to a space with no cut points, by 
Lemma 1. Thus L = Bk ,; hence K = ZGBj. U 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, we have established that the homeomorphism ,7 takes ELBka 
onto the ultracoproduct of beads ZGLBj. By earlier remarks, this is a contradiction for 
reasons of dimension; therefore XJ # Xr, as desired. U 
2.12. REMARK. In Lemma 1 above, "cells of dimension at least 2" may be easily 
replaced by "nondegenerate continua with the property that each two-element 
subset is the intersection of two subcontinua." 
?3. Other taxonomies. So far we have studied only the two taxonomies TF and Tc 
(and only Tc to any depth). The other popular taxonomies that use the alphabet of 
bounded lattices are TB and Tz, differing from TF only in the first order 
representation used: B(X) is the lattice of clopen sets; Z(X) is the lattice of zero sets. 
Extensive studies on these taxonomies have been carried out in [2], [3], [10], [12], 
and [18]. 
Another taxonomy studied by many authors (see [2], [7], [12]) is the function 
ring taxonomy TR = <KR, R, I= >, where 1OR is the first order language of unital rings, 
and R(X) is the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X (alias C(X), but 
redubbed here for obvious reasons). It is relatively easy to show that TR is finer than 
Tz (relative to {Tichonov}), but that TF and TR are independent relative to {compact 
Hausdorff} (see [12]). An especially nice result, mentioned at the end of [12], is G. 
Cherlin's theorem [7] that the real line is TR-characterized in {Tichonov}. 
A taxonomy that deserves mention is what we call the open set taxonomy 
T, = <0, G, - >, where, for any space X with topology X, G(X) is the structure 
<X U X, e>, i.e., elements are of two sorts, "point" and "open set", and E is 
membership restricted to X x X-. at is T. A. McKee's language L, as defined in [8] 
and [22] (only without extra relation and function symbols). Very briefly, formulas 
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have two sorts of variables ("point" and "set"); atomic formulas look like x = y and 
x E U; universally quantified set variables occur positively (each free occurrence of 
U within the scope of VU, when the formula is put in negation normal form, lies 
within the scope of an even number of negation symbols); existentially quantified set 
variables occur negatively. 
S. Garavaglia's ultrapower theorem [8] says that any two spaces are T,- 
equivalent if and only if they have homeomorphic topological ultrapowers (in the 
sense of [1]: ultraproducts of open sets form an open basis). In [1] it is proved that 
any two regular T1 spaces without isolated points have homeomorphic topological 
ultrapowers, and are hence T,-equivalent. (In particular, nondegenerate continua 
cannot be distinguished from one another using this taxonomy.) It should not be 
surprising, then, that Tc is finer than T, (relative to {compact Hausdorff}). 
3.1. THEOREM. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. If X _ Y, then X-=T, Y. 
PROOF. Suppose X _ Y. By 2.3, there is a compact Hausdorff Z with X Z and 
Z ? Y. Let X and 1' be Wallman bases for X and Z respectively such that X and 1' 
are elementarily equivalent. Then there are isomorphic lattice ultrapowers H?9, 
and H1g6. These ultrapowers form closed set bases for the corresponding topological 
ultrapowers, so HlX - Hg Z. Thus X T, Z. Similarly Z T, Y, So X Tt, Y * 
3.2. REMARK. 3.1 answers affirmatively Question 1.12 in [3], namely whether 
BOgX DEg Y implies that for some ultrafilters E and A, HI1X H fly Y. A remark 
following that question showed that, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, one 
could not generally take E and C to be 9 and g respectively. 
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